
Shall

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I ______________ to you from there.1. (write)shall write

People __________________ that I am weeping.2. (not/think)shall not think

____________________ you about him?3. (what/I/tell/?)What shall I tell

No, no, you _________________ it!4. (not/kill)shall not kill

________________ down the street together?5. (we/walk/?)Shall we walk

Of this last fact, however, having no evidence but an ancient impression, I
___________________ it.
6.

(not/affirm)shall not affirm

We ____________ to find out what it is.7. (try)shall try

We ____________ each other in court.8. (see)shall see

I ____________________ to explain the fact, but I _______________ by it.9.
(not/attempt) (profit)

shall not attempt shall profit

She _____________ in her father's house.10. (stay)shall stay

I know that she is determined that you ____________, but I promise you
that she ______________________ her wicked plan.
11.

(die) (not/carry out)
shall die

shall not carry out

We ___________ ready to strike at any moment.12. (be)shall be

I intend that it _____________ place.13. (take)shall take

What good will it do you if you kill me-I __________________ nice?14.
(not/taste)

shall not taste

Alas, I _________________ the pleasure to see you yet awhile, if ever.15.
(not/have)

shall not have

I ___________________ to take proper steps and help you, only your
choice must be serious and final.
16.

(not/refuse)
shall not refuse
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I _________________ gloves unless my hands are cold, or unless I am
born with a delight in them.
17.

(not/wear)
shall not wear

You have drunk from my spring, and I ________________ you go until
you promise to give me the most precious thing your palace contains, which
was not there when you left it.

18.

(not/let)

shall not let

Apprentices for the future __________________ in this manner.19.
(not/go on)

shall not go on

I ___________ greatly obliged to you.20. (be)shall be
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